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US oil production hits 15-year 
high: DEC 04, 2012

• Domestic crude oil production inDomestic crude oil production in 
September hit the highest monthly output 
since 1998 according to the U S Energysince 1998, according to the U.S. Energy 
Information Administration (EIA).

• Oil production yielded 6 5 million barrels• Oil production yielded 6.5 million barrels 
per day in September, EIA said. Daily 
production increased by 900 000 barrelsproduction increased by 900,000 barrels 
daily compared with last September.









2013 Regulatory Changes 



Drivers:Drivers:

FLIR GasFinder camera/ FlyoversFLIR GasFinder camera/ Flyovers
Realization that existing inventories 
understatedunderstated

Vent gas controversy in the Barnett Shale 
(Benzene)(Benzene)

Public more aware than ever 







EPA  Amendments to Oil and Gas Air Regulations- Quad O

On March 28, 2013, EPA proposed updates to its 2012 VOC 
performance standards for storage tanks used in crude oil and 
natural gas production to facilitate compliance with the standards 
and clarify requirements. The proposed changes reflect recent 

finformation showing that more higher-volume storage tanks will be 
coming on line than the agency originally estimated.

Based on EPA’s analysis it believes that there are on the order of 
970 storage vessels per month being installed at this time and 
expected in the future, and over 20,000 affected storage vessels 

t t d difi d t t d b t th A t 23constructed, modified or reconstructed between the August 23, 
2011, proposal date of the NSPS



Tanks Subject to the Rule: 

The proposed rule clarifies the type of storage tank that is subject to the NSPS. Tanks 
that are considered “affected sources” would have VOC emissions of 6 or more tons per 
year and are used to store crude oil, condensate, unrefined petroleum liquids known as 
“intermediate hydrocarbon liquids,” and produced water. Fuel tanks, for example, are 
not covered by these rules. 

Storage tanks located at refineries are not covered by this rule. 



Proposed Alternative Emissions Limit 

EPA also is proposing an alternative emissions limit for storage tanks that would allow 
owners/operators to either: 

1) Reduce VOC emissions at a tank by 95 percent, as required in the original 
rule; Storage tanks with VOC emissions of 6 tons a year or more must reduce 
VOC emissions by at least 95 percent or

2) Demonstrate emissions from a tank have dropped to less than 4 tons per year of 
VOCs without emission controls. 



Threshold based on potential to emit VOCs - 6 tons per year or more

Daily equivalents could be as low as:
– 33 pounds emission– 33 pounds emission
– About 1 mcf emission
– 1 barrel of condensate produced 

20 f– 20 barrels of oil produced 
– 2000 barrels of water with 1% oil carryover processed



This alternative limit would reflect the decline in emissions that occurs at most tanksThis alternative limit would reflect the decline in emissions that occurs at most tanks 
over time and allow owners/operators to shift control equipment to higher-emitting 
tanks. 

To qualify for this emissions limit, owners/operators would have to document that 
emissions had been below 4 tons for at least 12 consecutive months. 

If emissions increase (at or above the 4 ton-per-year limit), owners/operators would 
have 30 days to meet the 95 percent reduction requirement. 



Group 1 Tanks: Emissions from tanks generally decline over time, because the p f g y ,
amount of liquid that moves through the tank declines as production from a well 
slows. For tanks constructed between Aug. 23, 2011 and the date March 28 proposal 
is published in the Federal Register, EPA is proposing a two-part requirement: 

Tank owners/operators would have until Oct. 15, 2013 to report that the tank is on 
line and provide the tank’s geographic coordinates. 

If there is a change that potentially would increase the tank’s emissions-- such as 
the addition of a well supplying the tank or the refracture of an existing well -- the 
owner/operator would have to install controls to reduce VOC emissions by 95owner/operator would have to install controls to reduce VOC emissions by 95 
percent within 60 days of the change or by April 15, 2014, whichever is later. 



Group 2 Tanks: Tanks that come online after March 28 proposal is published in 
the Federal Register would have to have controls to reduce VOC emissions by 95the Federal Register would have to have controls to reduce VOC emissions by 95 
percent in place by April 15, 2014 or within 60 days after startup, whichever is later. 



Clarifying test protocols for control equipment 

The 2012 NSPS allows owners/operators to use manufacturer-tested emission control device 
models (combustors) that have been demonstrated to reduce VOC emissions from storage tanks 
by 95 percent, rather than requiring field performance testing of these devices.

March 28  proposal aligns the protocol that emission control manufacturers must use in testing 
the controls with the testing protocol required in EPA’s 2012 air toxics regulations for storage 
tanks. 

EPA also is proposing to allow tank owners/operators to use control devices that are designed to 
reduce VOC emissions by 95 percent, while the agency reviews issues raised in the 
reconsideration petitions related to field testing protocol requirements EPA expects to addressreconsideration petitions related to field testing protocol requirements. EPA expects to address 
this issue by the end of 2014. 



Reviewing Monitoring Requirements/Proposed Requirements for Tanks That Already 
Have ControlsHave Controls

EPA is proposing to streamline compliance and monitoring requirements for tanks that 
h l d i ll d VOC l hil h l i l i f hhave already installed VOC controls while the agency completes its evaluation of the 
monitoring issue.

For tanks with controls the proposal would require monthly inspections of coversFor tanks with controls, the proposal would require monthly inspections of covers, 
closed-vent systems and control devices. This step is expected to minimize VOC 
emissions by leading to prompt repairs, while requiring little or no specialized 
monitoring training or equipment Records of these inspections which can bemonitoring training or equipment. Records of these inspections, which can be 
conducted by personnel visiting the tank site for other work, must be kept on site. 



Timing of Annual Reports 

The 2012 final NSPS required that owners/operators submit an annual report on well 
completions, along with information on storage tanks and other equipment constructed 
or modified during the year. The rule gave owners/operators 30 days to submit the 
report, which must be certified by a senior company official. Several of the 
reconsideration petitions noted that 30 days is not enough time to compile the required 
information and have the report signed by the senior official.

EPA is proposing to give owners/operators 90 days to submit this report. 



EPA A d Oil d G Ai R l i Q d OEPA  Amendments to Oil and Gas Air Regulations- Quad O

• New storage tanks with VOC emissions of 6 tons a year or more 
t d VOC i i b t l t 95 t EPA tmust reduce VOC emissions by at least 95 percent. EPA expects 

this will generally be accomplished by routing emissions to a 
combustion device and/or using emission reduction technologies
(VRU)(VRU)

• Note: 6 tons of emissions could be as low as 1 mcf /day depending 
l ion gas analysis 

• Proposed rule was Published August 16, 2012; Final rule in effect 
60 days from Publication in Federal Register (October 15, 2012)





Not always the Answer
IF YOU CAN MAKE MONEY



• We agree that it is better to recover• We agree that it is better to recover 
resources than to burn them. (However, by 
law if someone meets the 95 percentlaw, if someone meets the 95 percent 
control requirement, we cannot specify 
how they must meet it In other caseshow they must meet it. In other cases, 
where we cannot set a numerical limit, we 
can set work practice or equipmentcan set work practice or equipment 
standards, but there are specific criteria 
we must meet in order to do so )we must meet in order to do so.) 



A Barrel of Crude Oil is Worth 
$164 000 The Human Labor$164,000 – The Human Labor 
Equivalent of a Barrel of Oil q

A single barrel of oil there is the energy equivalent of 
23 000 human labor hours This amounts to 12 years23,000 human labor hours. This amounts to 12 years 
(40 hours per week) 







EPA  Amendments to Oil and Gas Air Regulations- Quad O

• To ensure enough combustion devices and other emission reductionTo ensure enough combustion devices and other emission reduction 
technologies are available, the final rule provides a one-year phase-
in for this requirement. 

• After one year, owners/operators of new storage tanks at sites with 
wells in production must comply. 

• Owners/operators at sites with new wells in production will have 30 
days to determine the emissions from a tank; and another 30 days 
to install controlsto install controls. 



EPA  Amendments to Oil and Gas Air Regulations- Quad O

On March 28, 2013, EPA proposed updates to its 2012 VOC 
performance standards for storage tanks used in crude oil and 
natural gas production to facilitate compliance with the standards 
and clarify requirements. The proposed changes reflect recent 

finformation showing that more higher-volume storage tanks will be 
coming on line than the agency originally estimated.

Based on EPA’s analysis it believes that there are on the order of 
970 storage vessels per month being installed at this time and 
expected in the future, and over 20,000 affected storage vessels 

t t d difi d t t d b t th A t 23constructed, modified or reconstructed between the August 23, 
2011, proposal date of the NSPS





WHAT GETS SEEN GETSWHAT GETS SEEN, GETS 
MEASURED

WHAT GETS MEASURED,WHAT GETS MEASURED, 
GETS CONTROLLED

WHAT GETS CONTROLLED, 
CAN MAKE YOU MONEY



• The final rule will become effective 60 days aftery
publication in the Federal Register on August 16, 2012 /
October 15, 2012 (compliance by APRIL 15, 2014).

• Storage tanks with VOC emissions of 6 tons a year or
t d VOC i i b t l t 95more must reduce VOC emissions by at least 95

percent.

• Storage vessels constructed, modified or reconstructed
after August 23, 2011.g ,



• Process vessels such as surge control vessels, bottomsg ,
receivers or knockout vessels are exempt

• If Technically and Economically Feasible, then VRU’S
ARE THE BEST SOLUTION





Site wide emissions
Failure to ControlFailure to Control 

Emissions



GAS COMING OUT OF SOLUTION



















“TOTAL SOLUTIONSTOTAL SOLUTIONS 
APPROACH”

Using Standardized VRU Designs EngineeredUsing Standardized VRU Designs Engineered 
to  cost effectively capture the gas analysis 
from your field or basin with maximum runfrom your field or basin with maximum run 
times with the RIGHT PARTNER







2404 Commerce Drive
Midland, TX 79703

100 Ayers Blvd.
Belpre, OH 45714

Phone: (432) 697-2292
Fax: (432) 697-2310
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Phone: (740) 401-4000
Fax: (740) 401-4005
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